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X =AX +Y （1）
式中 X 为总产出矩阵；Xir为 i国直接或间接满足 r




国 r之间的行业间贸易；Y 为最终需求矩阵；Yii为 i
国对 i国产品的最终需求矩阵；Yir为 r国对 i国产品






EP1 =F1X1 =F1(X11 +X12 +⋯+X1n)
=F1L11[Y11 +∑i≠1(Y1i +A1iXi)]
=F1L11(Y11 +∑i≠1E1i) （2）









1的消费侧能耗矩阵 EC MRIO1 为：































EC SRIO1 =EP1 -EEE SRIO1 +EEI SRIO1
=F1L11Y11 +F1L11∑i≠1(Yi1 +Ai1X1)（7）
EC BTIO1 =EP1 -EEE BTIO1 +EEI BTIO1






EC BTIO1 -EC MRIO1 =∑i≠1FiLiiAi1(X1 -X11)














































































































































































































































Table 1 China's energy embodied in international trade from1995 to 2009 （Mt标煤）
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Table 2 EET estimates from the literature for China （Mt CO2）
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Table 4 EET estimates for BRIC from 1995 to 2009 （Mt CO2）
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产（从 1995年的 2.08t增加至 2007年的 2.58t）稍高
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Embodied energy and carbon emissions transferred
in international trade using a MRIO model
WEI Tao1，2，PENG Shuijun2
（1. School of Economics and Management，Hubei University for Nationalities，Enshi 445000，China；
2，School of Economics，Xiamen University，Xiamen 361005，China）
Abstract：With the formation of global production chains as well as cross- border separated in
production and consumption in the world, the rapid development of international trade has an
important impact on both embodied energy and transfer emissions of trade. We estimated the
different energy consumption and emissions embodied in international trade in 1995-2009 with the
MRIO model. The results showed that：（1）China belongs to a net exporter of embodied energy in
international trade except for new energy sources and gas during the study period; increase of
production-based emissions far exceeds the consumption-based emissions in China, and 40% of the
former is satisfied by the demands of foreign countries, then only 16% of consumption- based
emissions increase is derived from the increase of imports；（2）The production-based energy and
carbon emissions of the major developed economies were almost unchanged during the study
period, but the consumption- based energy and carbon emissions were gradually increasing, then
they were net importers of embodied energy and emissions in international trade; the production-
based and consumption- based energy of emerging economies increased by 81.7% and 81.3%
respectively, and the embodied energy and emissions of developed economies transferred into
emerging economies is much greater than the embodied energy and emissions of emerging
economies transferred into developed economies;（3）The per capita consumption-based embodied
energy and emissions in developed economies are much higher than in emerging economies; while
the per capita embodied energy and emissions are in a low level in China.
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